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Nowadays, the research of digital geometry is gradually shifting from low-level geometric attributes to high-level semantic
attributes. �e symmetry of the 3D geometric model is an important bridge between the underlying geometric information of the
related model and the high-level semantic information. Symmetry analysis is an important issue in geometric processing. Bridge
safety is a major issue related to the national economy and people’s livelihood. �erefore, the bridge structure health monitoring
system is becoming a research focus in academic and technical circles. Wireless sensor network has been widely used in bridge
health monitoring system due to its convenient installation, low maintenance cost, and �exible deployment. �is article
summarizes the existing bridge health monitoring system based on wireless sensor network. In the bridge control system of
wireless sensor network, the basic principles and typical methods are introduced in turn, and the key technologies in the system
are analyzed in combination with several speci�c examples. Finally, the existing problems and future research directions of the
existing system are summarized. During the operation stage, vortex-induced resonance often occurs below the wind speed. �e
vortex excitation force of the main actuator along the axis of the bridge is related to the actual wind �eld and its own structural
vibration. �is article brie�y introduces typical cases and control measures of vortex-induced vibration of long-span bridges, and
summarizes the current research status of vortex-induced vibration of bridge main girder structures. At the same time, the vortex-
induced vibration of bridge girder is experimentally studied by using symmetrical algorithm.

1. Introduction

Since the 1970s in modern times, with the further rapid
development and wide application of various sensors and 3D
model system builders and other technologies, based on the
symmetric semantic algorithm, we can analyze the basic
structure of the model semantically, and symmetrically
apply it to 3D solid geometric model, morphological view
description, mode view segmentation, simulation, and view
editing [1]. �is paper analyzes the symmetry vector de-
tection of the important research topic of the three-di-
mensional geometric model in the data analysis application
�eld [2]. Based on the highest-level three-dimensional
geometric model attributes under the three-dimensional
geometric model, this paper analyzes the inherent symmetry

of the three-dimensional model [3]. �e most important
thing is analyze the local symmetry of the local bottom layer
of the model with higher complexity, and the local intrinsic
symmetry of many di�erent aspects, such as large noise and
lack of complex data processing [4]. With the continuous
advancement of 3D geometric model batch acquisition and
model modeling processing technology, 3D geometric
models have gradually received more and more interna-
tional attention and attention [5].�e structural analysis and
modeling processing of 3D geometric models, especially in
the high-level 3D Geometric model processing has gradually
become a hot topic, among which symmetry algorithm is
widely regarded as a very critical basic structure processing
information in 3D geometric models, and it is an important
basis for how to perform high-level 3D geometric model
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processing andmodeling work [6].-is article will introduce
the main research and development background of the
subject in detail from two main perspectives: the semantic
synthesis analysis of the three-dimensional geometric model
and the important application significance of the symmetry
inspection algorithm in the research of the semantic syn-
thesis analysis of the geometric model [7]. -e wireless
sensor center network node is a new type of sensor node
network, which is integrated by a large-scale wireless sensor
network node with strong visual information perception
realization ability, calculation and analysis ability, and In-
ternet data communication processing ability [8]. With the
rapid progress and continuous development of national
modern detection and monitoring equipment and wireless
sensor node network communication technology, some
large-scale bridges have been prepared to deploy wired
sensor networks during their normal construction and
wiring process, which will be able to target the operation of
each bridge in the future. Real-time monitoring is carried
out, but the monitoring system has a high cost in the process
of wiring installation and maintenance [9]. Special con-
struction sites are difficult to wire and are vulnerable to
harsh construction environmental conditions, and the dis-
tance of the data transmitted will also be affected by the
traditional wiring process [10]. Due to the large length
constraint, the wireless sensor node network can have
several major advantages such as easy wiring installation of
monitoring equipment, low maintenance cost and low cost,
and flexible equipment deployment [11]. It can well solve the
problems that the monitoring system may encounter in
actual engineering applications. -e large amount of data
collected through real-time monitoring and collection of
various wireless sensor node networks can be used for real-
time comprehensive information processing and data
analysis, and timely and accurately grasp the normal
monitoring operation and operation status of each bridge in
the safe production, use and engineering operation man-
agement of modern large-scale bridges provide basic
guarantees [12]. With some revolutionary innovations in
bridge science and engineering technology, people’s tech-
nical level in the construction of various bridges has also
been greatly improved. -e main girder structure of modern
bridges has many structural shapes. Some of them directly
adopt streamlined auxiliary sections with good aerodynamic
separation properties and are relatively stable. -e main
girder structures involved in these main girders are likely to
directly cause a large amount of flow through the main
girder subsidiary sections, resulting in tension adhesion and
vibration separation. Its working principle can be roughly
divided into structural measures and aerodynamicmeasures.

2. Related Work

-e literature mainly introduces the symmetry point pair
reflecting the potential symmetry in the model, which is to
accurately define the two vertices corresponding to them to
have similar symmetric geometric point pair properties
according to the basic concept of symmetry, in order to
quickly and effectively remove inappropriate corresponding

point pairs to reduce the computational complexity of the
model [13]. First of all, it is necessary to analyze and judge
the relative point pair attributes according to the symmetric
point pair attributes near the two corresponding vertices,
construct, and give a basic symmetry constraint. And to
prescribe conditions, and quickly exclude pairs of points that
do not meet any basic constraint conditions at the same time
[14]. -e monitoring and analysis system mentioned in the
literature mainly uses various types of sensor equipment to
perform real-time monitoring and analysis, to obtain some
relevant information about the internal environmental stress
stimulus of the bridge and the stress response of the bridge
structure, and then fully adopt wireless signal processing and
analysis in the bridge design stage [15]. Some indexes related
to the bridge state are analyzed and extracted by using data
processor and other technologies. In the bridge design stage,
the stress damage data in the bridge structure are fully used
for dynamic identification, and the technology is used to
comprehensively evaluate the health management state of
relevant bridges. In order to effectively ensure the safe and
normal operation of the bridge and provide a more scientific
evaluation basis for its future maintenance work, the liter-
ature mainly introduces in detail the application modules
that some sensor communication nodes need to consume
information energy [16]. With the continuous improvement
of the current communication integrated circuit design and
manufacturing process, the energy consumption of multiple
functional modules such as sensor node modules and signal
processors has gradually become very small, and nearly 80%
of communication nodes are concentrated on the energy
consumption of multiple functional modules such as
wireless communication. -erefore, in order to effectively
reduce the energy data sent and received by each com-
munication node, the wireless communication sensor adopts
a duty-cycling processing mechanism in the field of inter-
national network communication and real-time processing
of the related information energy in the network [17]. -e
wireless monitoring system introduced in the literature uses
various types of sensors for real-time monitoring to obtain
various bridge environmental stimuli and structural re-
sponses, and then uses signal analysis and data processing
techniques to automatically extract the operating status
indicators of the bridge [18]. -e spontaneous excitation
force directly determines the convergent vector value of the
motion spanwise correlation coefficient of the spanwise
vortex excitation force of the main beam section, while the
forced excitation force directly affects the spanwise vortex
excitation force of the main beam section. -e greater the
compulsive force, the greater the correlation length of the
spanwise-related effects, and the slower the attenuation
speed of the spanwise coefficient of the aerodynamic vortex
[19]. -rough design and in-depth analysis, the literature
studies the main girder node segment structure model of the
bridge model, and carries out the main girder wind tunnel
test of the bridge synchronization main girder vibration
measurement and the wind pressure test of the main bridge
node segment structure model, and obtains the bridge main
girder segment structure in the locked response interval of
the main beam vortex vibration under different angles of
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wind tunnel attack; the correlation coefficient of the vortex
excitation force on the section of the main beam section is
much larger than that of the main beam static state.

3. SymmetricalAlgorithmsandResearchonKey
Technologies of Sensors

3.1. Symmetry Analysis Based on Symmetric Point Pairs.
Symmetrical point pair refers to two symmetrical vertices on
a model. -e spatial distance relationship formula (1) of the
symmetrical shape symmetrical radial function between the
two symmetrical vertices X and X’ is shown as follows:

dSDDE(X, X′) � ESDE(X) − ESDE(X′)L2

�����

�����, (1)

where d is the vertex distance of a vertex shape radial
function, E is the length description definition expression of
a vertex distance X of the shape radial function.

When two pairs of points meet the condition of a certain
distance constraint, or when the degree of asymmetry is
much smaller than the threshold of a certain distance, it can
collectively reflect a kind of intrinsic symmetry in the model,
due to the degree of this asymmetry. And the distance
between the two points where the point pair is located is
related to each other, so we use a relative threshold, where
max is the highest value of the geodetic distance between all
vertices, and the condition of the distance constraint can also
be written by (2).

RD((X, X′), (Y, Y′)): d((X, X′), (Y, Y′))
� max dG(X, Y) − dG(X′, Y′)

�����

�����.
(2)

For the point pair {X, X’} on the model M, the support
point pair is not unique, but there may be many support
point pairs. -e set of all the support point pairs of the point
pair {X, X’} is

Π(X,X′)
� Xi, Xi

′(  |Xi ∈M. (3)

In this model, a set of support point pairs is often not
exactly symmetrical, and the degree of asymmetry can be
measured by an average relationship between the degree of
asymmetry between two support point pairs.

dsymmetry Π(X,X′)
  �

 Xi,Xi
′( )∈Π

X,X′( )
d(X, X′), Xi, Xi

′( 

Π(X,X′)





.

(4)

where dSymmetry (Π(X,X′)
) is the asymmetry degree of the

point pair {X, X’} supported by the point pair set.

Sij � S Xi, Xj 

� lnf
f∈F: f Xi( )�Xj

Df(X, f(X)),
(5)

where f is an intrinsic combination transformation on the
vertex model, and X is a vertex in the neighborhood of the
combined vertex model Xi on the vertex model, where

Df Xi, Xj  � dsymmetry Π Xi,xj(  . (6)

Get the matrix C:

Ci � e
− Sij/σSCM×dmax( 

2

. (7)

-e symmetric unit number simplified matrix algorithm
used in this article is mainly

C � D
− 1/2 CD

− 1/2
. (8)

In the distance between symmetric vertices, it is pointed
out that under the precise symmetric physical conditions,
the corresponding analysis matrix of symmetric solution is
shown in Figure 1. In order to fully facilitate our real-time
observation, the relationship system matrix of symmetric
solution correspondence has been rearranged to rearrange
all the symmetric vertices in the same track and their cor-
responding track rows and columns. By solving symmet-
rically, the values of nonzero characteristic points and
symmetric eigenvectors of the relation matrix can be ob-
tained directly, and the precise connotation and symmetry of
the whole model can be obtained.

After the linear relationship vertex matrix decomposi-
tion corresponding to the symmetrical vertices is embedded
in the spectrum curve diffusion space, the diffusion distance
of the symmetrical vertex decomposition can also be simply
regarded as a symmetry of a symmetrically diffused spec-
trum model on an overall model structure. -e diffusion
distance, the entire diffusion model can also be simply
regarded as the overall structure of a diffusion graph.

According to this design feature, it can be used to design
and construct the distance between the symmetrical de-
compositions between different vertices. -e higher the
symmetric gradient optimization degree, the smaller the
distance between the symmetrical decompositions between
the vertices. First, embed the vector relational expression
corresponding to the symmetry into the spectral space in
matrix form:

E
t

Xi(  � λt
1Ψ1 Xi( , . . . , λt

nΨn Xi(  . (9)

-e Euclidean distance is used to measure the degree of
symmetry of the vertex, and the symmetry decomposition
distance of the vertex is

dSER
′ Xi, Xj  � ||E

t
Xi(  − E

t
Xj ||

2

� 
n

k�1
λt

k|Ψk Xi(  − Ψk Xj |
2
.

(10)

Since the feature distance values of the first few items are
significantly larger than the feature distance values of the
othermodels, when t is used to take a larger feature value, the
later feature distance values of the symmetric model can be
directly ignored, and the decomposition distance of the
symmetric model is only the same as the previous one. -e
feature distance values of several items are related, and the
feature distance values of the first few items directly cor-
respond to the symmetry of the model, so the symmetric
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model decomposition distance value can be used to measure
the model symmetry between the feature vertices of the same
model.

Based on the above discussion, the thermocore de-
scriptor itself has geometric vertex properties that are in-
variant to equidistant symmetric transformations.
�erefore, we can even apply it to calculate and analyze the
degree of symmetry transformation between the geometric
vertices. �e di�erence between the two geometric vertices x
and y on the same mathematical model, and the di�erence
between the geometric vertex attributes within a certain
range can be used in a certain time area and the calculation
integral of the thermal core description operator attribute
di�erence is applied to measure it numerically.

∫
t2

t1
SHKS(x, t) − SHKS(y, t)
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣2dt( )
1/2

� ∫
t2

t1
kt(x, x) − kt(y, y)
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣2dt( )
1/2

.

(11)

�en, the size of the gap between the two geometric
vertices x and y in a certain adjacent domain can be
expressed by the transformation of formula (12):

dHKS t1 ,t2[ ]
(x, y) � ∫

t2

t1

kt(x, x)
∫
M
kt(x, x)

−
kt(y, y)
∫
M
kt(y, y)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

dt 
1/2

.

(12)

Calculate the thermocore descriptor:

dHKS t1 ,t2[ ]
(x, y) � ∑

n

t0�t1

kt(x, x)
kt(x, x)

−
kt(y, y)
∫
M
kt(y, y)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2
 

1/2

. (13)

Since the thermocore descriptor only contains the in-
formation of the local vertex geometric model data set near a
vertex, it does not contain the geometric displacement
spatial relationship between the geometric part of the vertex
model and the vertex as a whole.

dSYM t1 ,t2[ ]
(x, y) � dHKS t1 ,t2[ ]

(x, y) × dG(x, y). (14)

An asymmetry degree matrix can be established at
di�erent times, each item of which is relative to the degree of
asymmetry between each vertex on the model.

S t1 ,t2[ ]ij � dSYM t1 ,t2[ ]
xi, xj( ). (15)

�e model covered by the asymmetric matrix is a
descriptor.

3.2. Key Technologies of Sensor Networks. As shown in
Figure 2, the SPEM management module and CS optimi-
zation management module are added to the framework of
the system structure health detection andmonitoring system
proposed in this article. �ese two optimization modules are
con�gured between the �nite element management model
and the node management deployment type module. It is
used to correctly select the reasonable health check points
and data addresses. �e SPEM optimization module mainly
relies on the position information of the two analog
quantities of the network structure, the data write set of the
position information of the target node to be measured, and
the number of positions of the target node that needs to be
measured on-site to �lter and calculate the most optimized
measurement in a detection project. �e speci�c location of
the target node and the FIM simulation value of the location
of each measurement node; the CS optimization detection
module mainly relies on the original SPEM optimization
module to write and output the position data, combined
with the structural characteristics of the wireless measure-
ment sensor detection network and the needs of speci�c
practical applications, Recombinate and design a set of target
detection point position data to be selected and a set of
candidate detection points and nodemagnitudes required by
the application. Multiple iterations between the detection
modules can directly obtain a �nal target detection point.

�e various node deployment methodsmentioned above
all have certain technical limitations: SPEM ismainly suitable
for �nite element analysis methods, mainly from the broad
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of symmetric correspondence matrix and eigenvalue eigenvectors.
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technical direction of structural health monitoring, taking
into account the deployment of nodes, and passing experi-
ments are performed on tower bridges and other buildings to
obtain and verify their e�ects, but there are still certain
di�erences between these bridges and their structures.

�e sensor processing node �rst performs a subliminal
numerical quanti�cation judgment on the vibration radio
frequency signal compression data threshold obtained by
each sampler through collection and analysis, and saves and
processes the vibration signal compression data whose data
reaches a certain frequency threshold value. �e data un-
dergoes threshold quantization, subthreshold value judg-
ment segmentation, run-length signal encoding, and
encapsulation, and �nally sends it to the base station node.
When the network data collection manager located at the
base station node needs to retrieve and review the original
compressed data or when deleting the remaining data de-
tails, the compression information is sent by the base station
node for secondary compression according to the original
data compression sequence stored in the �ash.

After each node receives the data packet of the previous
node, it merges its own information and data, and then uses
the same method to send it to the next node, and �nally all
the data reaches the node at the other end, in order to ef-
fectively balance the energy of each node, each time the data
is transmitted according to the last transmission direction of
a di�erent node.

4. Experimental Study on the Spanwise Effect of
Vortex-Induced Vibration of the Main
Girder of a 4 Long-Span Bridge

4.1. TestModel andWorkingConditions. In order to conduct
in-depth discussion on the correlation between the span-
wise directions of di�erent main beam vortex excitation
force models, 5 rows of pressure tapping holes are designed
and arranged at di�erent positions of the vortex excitation
force spanning directions. �e schematic design of the
pressure tapping whole layout is shown in Figure 3.�e new

electromechanical pressure transmission scanning solenoid
valve detection system of PSI Corporation of the United
States is used, and the stability performance of the electronic
pressure transmission is tested. When the model is un-
dergoing pressure test, an electronic automatic pressure test
scanning valve is directly placed inside the test model. �e
test hydraulic scanning valve is connected to each other
with a hole equipped with a pressure measuring tube on the
main surface of the model. �e scanning valve and the
computer are connected to each other again. It is connected
through the use of the computer’s pressure controller op-
eration to directly and automatically complete the pressure
test. �e vibration frequency of each sampling of the
electronic pressure scanning valve can be directly set to
331Hz, and the duration of sampling at each wind speed can
be directly set to 20 s.

�e results of this experiment failed to propose in-depth
the torsional vortex motion e�ect, but only considering the
observation of a vertical vortex motion e�ect that the
structure may produce, the motion equation is actually
de�ned as (16):

m
z2z

zt2
+ Cz

zz

zt
+ EI

z4z

zx4
−H

z2z

zx2
� −L(z,∅, t). (16)

�e vertical bending frequency of the brace model is
expressed as:

fz �
1
2L

����������
H

m
+

π
L
( )

2EI

m

√

. (17)

�emain advantage of the brace model is that the use of
the steel wire rope’s transverse bending tensile sti�ness can
e�ectively provide the brace model’s own lateral motion
sti�ness, and for the brace forming model itself, the lateral
bending tensile sti�ness of the outer garment is relative to
the brace model itself �e contribution is very small and can
be ignored. �en, (17) can be simpli�ed as shown in (18):

fz �
1
2L

��
H

m

√
. (18)

Finite element
model

CS optimization
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Figure 2: Node deployment method using EFI.
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�e brace model needs to follow the following similar
principles during the design process, such as geometry,
inertial parameters, elasticity, and damping parameters. Due
to the limitation of the size and dimensions of the wind
tunnel, the viscosity parameters failed to meet the re-
quirements. Unlike the full-bridge aeroelastic model, the
brace model can be designed without considering the in-
�uence on the gravity parameters.

�e correlation coe§cient is a uni�ed measurement
standard used to measure the complexity of the relationship
between linear variables. �e absolute value ranges of the
variables that need to be used are [−1, 1], and the absolute
value range of the correlation coe§cient is the larger the
value, the higher the complexity of this linear correlation
may become. When its absolute value is 0, it is called ir-
relevant, and when its absolute value is 1, it is called
complete correlation. �e correlation coe§cient of the two
function variables of X and Y can be expressed clearly by the
(19):

RXY �
∑  (X −X)(Y − Y)��������������������
∑  (X − X)2∑  (Y − Y)2
√ . (19)

Replace the two variables of X and Y in the above
formula with di�erent aerodynamic parameter variables of
di�erent pressure aerodynamic detection system sections,
that is, we can directly analyze and obtain the spanwise-
related aerodynamics of di�erent aerodynamic forces be-
tween various pressure sections. Coe§cient, namely,

Rci(δ/D) �
cot Ci(δ/D)[ ]

Var Ci[ ]
. (20)

Existing experimental studies have provided an ap-
proximate formula for the correlation coe§cient of the
aerodynamic span of the blu� body section:

RCi(δ/D) � exp −Ci
δ
D

[ ]. (21)

�e correlation size of the aerodynamic parameter ci can
also be de�ned by the span length:

Li
D
� ∫
∞

0
RCi

δ
D
( )d

δ
D
( ) �

1
Ci
. (22)

�e spanwise correlation of the vibration of the structure
is often greater than that of its static state, so when the
structure vibrates, the (21) becomes the (23):

RCi sj,
δ
D

( ) � exp −Ci sj( )
δ
D

[ ]. (23)

where s is a component statistical parameter related to the
displacement of the location. �at is to say, (23) also con-
siders the spanwise correlation along with the change be-
tween spanwise spacing and vibration amplitude.

RCi sj,
δ
D

( ) � exp −Ci sj( )
δ
D
( )

p

[ ]. (24)

Regardless of whether it is for the vertical or torsional
vortex state, the researchers have proposed a method. �e
ratios of the corresponding lift parameter-related system
index and the attenuation �tting parameter between the
vertical state and the torsional vortex state are expressed as:

Ci �
0.01578

0.02694 +(h/D)
,

Ci �
0.00551

0.01058 + α
.

(25)
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of pressure measuring hole layout. (a) Layout of pressuremeasuring holes on each pressure measuring section.
(b) Layout plan of the pressure measurement section along the span.
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In this regard, it is proposed to use equation (26) to fit
the spanwise correlation coefficient of the vortex excitation
force during structural vortex vibration:

Rci

δ
D

  � 1 − di( exp −Ci

δ
D

  + di. (26)

Performing a pressure integration on the pressure of
different materials in each row of sections can obtain the
three-component force measurement coefficients on the
sections of different pressure measurement materials, the
comprehensive calculation of the lift coefficient, and the
torque pressure coefficient. -e integral processing formula
is shown in (27) and (28).

CL(t) �


n
i�1 pi(t) · Li · cos αi( 

0.5pU
2
B

, (27)

CM(t) �


n
i�1pi(t) · L ·Sin αi( diy + 

n
i�1 pi(t) · Li · cos αi( dix

0.5pU
2
B
2 .

(28)

4.2. Model Parameters and Test Conditions. -e test section
wind tunnel has a length of 15m, a width of 8.5m, and a
height of 2m. -e wind speed control range of the test
section is generally 0∼14m/s. It is an open large-scale test
section. -e tail wind tunnel can be directly used to simulate
large-scale rainfall phenomena. -e main design is suitable
for large-span highway bridges, large-scale high-rise build-
ings, power transmission model simulation wind tunnel test,
large-scale pollution diffusion process simulation, and large-
scale wind and rain combined effect simulation wind tunnel
test. In this paper, the main design application parameters of
a bridge brace design model corresponding to the main

design application parameters of the segment model are
shown in Table 1.

-e comparison results of the theoretical value and the
actual measured value of the vertical bending dynamic char-
acteristics of the bracemodel are shown inTable 2.-e rangeof
wind speed in the test section of the brace model is 0∼ 6m/s,
and the range of Reynolds number is 0∼ 3.0122×104.

In Table 3, the spanwise correlation of the vortex lift
coefficient and the selected important representative wind
speed in the vortex vibration interval are shown. -e vortex
vibration interval is set to +3 without the underlined angle of
attack value in Table 3, and when the vortex vibration in-
terval is underlined the angle of attack value is set to +5°.

According to the coefficient value of the aerodynamic
spanwise correlation between discrete force breakpoints, the
system model design is fitted to a different wind attack angle
as shown in Figure 4, and different spanwise wind speed
discrete points when vortex vibration occurs; the lift curve in
which the spanwise lift coefficient changes with the spanwise
spacing. -erefore, as shown in Figure 4, each lift curve is
continuously improving. -e necessary time course and
performance of the nonzero lift measurement coefficient
show a huge correlation of the spanwise movement distance,
which will continue to increase with the spanwise movement
distance. And gradually it is shown that it can gradually
decay exponentially. -e spanwise correlation of the space
curve spacing of the same spanwise node in the first locking
part is smaller than that of the other two wind speed control
nodes; the amplitude lift coefficient of the second locking
part at the end of the rising section is much larger than the
maximum point of the amplitude in the first lock interval.

Table 4 shows a parameter value that is fitted by the
numerical method of calculating the system using the
correlation of the angle of attack between the discrete points.

In other words, the gradual increase in the motion
threshold of the wind angle of attack is the main decisive

Table 1: Comparison table of design parameters between the brace model and the segment model.

Parameter name Symbol Unit Real bridge
value

Design scale
value

Segment model value Stretch model value
Design
value

Realized
value

Design
value

Realized
value

Length of main beam L m — 1/80 2 2 6 6
Width of main beam B m 39 1/80 0.5125 0.3251 0.3254 0.2415
Height of main beam H m 3.425 1/80 0.120 0.201 0.130 0.022
Equivalent mass meq Kg/m 28047 1/802 4.4521 4.2762 4.2145 4.2153
Vertical bending fundamental
frequency fv Hz 0.1425 20 5.685 4.52 5.654 3.210

Vertical bending damping ratio ξv % 0.2 1 0.6 0.215 0.4 0.526
Wind speed ratio — — — — 4 4.85 4 7.51

Table 2: Dynamic parameters of the first 3 modes of the brace model.

Mode shape
Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)

-eoretical value Measured value Error (%) Measured value
First order vertical frequency 2.152 3.120 1.52 0.532
Second order vertical frequency 5.845 5.652 −1.35 0.854
-ird order vertical frequency 8.685 8.669 −0.62 1.263
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factor that directly leads to the spanwise motion correlation
of the angle of attack.

4.3. Test Results and Analysis of Spanwise E�ect of Vortex-
InducedVibration of BridgeMainGirder. Figure 5 shows the
vertical dimensionless amplitude of the measurement points
at the four positions of the +3° angle of attack as a function of
the converted wind speed.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the maximum am-
plitude of the �rst locking interval is much larger than that of
the second locking interval.

Figure 6 shows the corresponding curves between the
spanwise torque correlation coe§cients and the time span
spanwise correlation coe§cients during the torsional wind
vortex vibration between di�erent spanwise wind speed
points at di�erent wind attack angles.

It can be clearly seen from Figure 6 that, generally
speaking, the lifting torque coe§cient corresponding to
di�erent wind speeds at various wind attack angles and the
coe§cient related to the spanwise direction change due to
the increase of the spanwise spacing. With the acceleration

of the wind attack angle, the �nal convergence value cor-
responding to the lift torque coe§cient and the correlation
coe§cient will also increase overall, indicating that the wind
attack angle is accelerated, which will lead to the acceleration
of the self-excited force and the spread of the lift torque. �e
correlation coe§cient has been greatly a�ected.

After the maximum detection value of the vortex vi-
bration amplitude involved in various vertical vortex
bending modes is converted through a normalized vibration
model function calculation, the vortex amplitude of other
selected detection points at their location can be directly
obtained.�e amplitude can be compared with the results in
the actual vortex vibration test. Table 5 shows the actual
estimated value of the vertical bending vortex amplitude
value in the �rst stage and the measurement comparison of
other test values. It can be clearly seen from Table 5 that the
amplitude of the response of the vortex vibrator placed near
the detection point at di�erent detection positions should be
roughly distributed according to the mode function.

Table 6 shows the comparison between the estimated
value of the second-order vertical bending vortex amplitude
value and the measured value. From Table 6, it can be seen
that the di�erent positions are roughly distributed according
to the mode shape.

Table 7 shows the actual estimated value of the vertical
bending vortex amplitude value in the third stage and the
measurement comparison of the other test values. It can be
seen from Table 7 that in the third test stage, the actual
measurement error margin of the conversion test itself is
relatively small, resulting in a large relative error between the
converted value and the actual test value.

4.4. Application of Wireless Sensor Network in Bridge Health
Monitoring. �e application of wireless sensor network in
bridge health monitoring can be seen: in actual engineering
applications, it can be summarized as the following points.

(1) Selection and deployment of sensors
When selecting this type of sensor, it is necessary to
determine its speci�c type andcorrespondingquantity
according to the actual measurement situation and
needs, and combined with the country’s economic
budget decision. Speci�cally, technical indicators such
as measurement accuracy and measurement area
range must be considered.�erefore, the deployment
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Figure 4: �e spanwise correlation of lift coe§cient varies with
spanwise spacing during vortex vibration.

Table 3: Wind speed selection table for spanwise correlation analysis of lift coe§cient during vortex vibration.

Vibration state First lock First lock First lock First lock First lock Second lock Second lock

Description Zone starting
point

Area ascending
section

Area maximum
point

Descent
section

Zone end
point

Area ascending
section

Area maximum
point

Wind speed (m/s) 1.52 2.52 2.42 2.52 2.95 5.10 5.75
Vertical
immeasurable 8.2451 11.2541 12.6253 12.7541 13.5423 24.2235 28.1542

Gang wind speed 9.1557 11.1524 12.1320 12.2512 12.7541 23.1142 28.1532
Vertical
immeasurable 0.0101 0.0320 0.1202 0.2152 0.0001 0.0323 0.0215

Amplitude 0.1020 0.3320 0.1200 0.4155 0.0011 0.0521 0.1362
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solutionof sensornodes is still a topicworthyofour in-
depth exploration and research.

(2) Life of the health monitoring system
-e service life of the health monitoring system
mainly depends on the remaining energy of each
node. -erefore, the energy efficiency of the node is
also the first issue that we must fully consider in the
process of designing the health monitoring system.
-erefore, how to do this is for the bridge under the
condition of normal operation of the health moni-
toring system, the energy of each node is used in a
reasonable and targeted manner, and reliable energy
signal collection and wireless charging technologies
are used to compensate for the energy of the node in
time. -ese technologies are worthy of our research
and experimentation.

(3) Data storage and processing
-e bridge health monitoring system generates a
large amount of data on the network every day. If the
information cannot be processed in a timely and
effective manner, it will inevitably bring data di-
sasters to the network. -erefore, on the one hand,
for real-time collection and collection through
sensors, data requires us to select appropriate al-
gorithms for timely analysis and processing; on the

other hand, we need to formulate reasonable data
protection and storage strategies, and regularly and
effectively remove excess resources from the entire
database.

(4) -e effect of structural damage recognition
Due to the incomplete and inaccurate measurement
data and the limitations of the existing damage
identification methods currently used, the practical
application effect of structural damage identification
is restricted, which directly affects the accuracy of the
system evaluation results. -erefore, how to improve
and increase the integrity of the detected data in-
formation database and the accuracy of the detection

Table 4: Fitting table of aerodynamic spanwise correlation parameters during vortex vibration.

Vibration state First lock First lock First lock First lock First lock Second lock Second lock

Description Zone starting
point

Area ascending
section

Area maximum
point

Descent
section

Zone end
point

Area ascending
section

Area maximum
point

Fitting
parameters 0.215 0.125 0.325 0.021 0.125 0.001 0.042

Ci 0.210 0.120 0.415 0.326 0.442 0.120 0.001
Fitting
parameters 0.125 0.177 0.045 0.065 0.262 0.115 0.105

Di 0.325 0.125 0.541 0.623 0.142 0.091 0.483
Obsessive-
compulsive 5.262 21.142 21.324 12.023 4.523 8.521 9.241

Length 1/Ci 5.021 36.102 36.132 18.524 5.865 6.652 7.021
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is the focus and direction that we need to further
explore and research. On the other hand, we also
need to actively explore and use new detected high
sensitivity index technology to improve and enhance
the effect of damage recognition.

5. Conclusion

-is paper mainly researches and proposes a detection al-
gorithm based on the local intrinsic symmetry of the model.
-is detection algorithm is not limited to the reflection
symmetry of the local vertex of the symmetry detection. It is
based on the three-dimensional geometric attributes near
the local vertex of the model and the local symmetry de-
composition between the local vertex of the distance rela-
tionship. Compared with the traditional manual detection
and monitoring methods and modern wired network
monitoring methods, wireless sensor networks are widely
used in the field of bridge health monitoring and have
certain advantages due to their simple installation, low
maintenance cost, and flexible system deployment., -e
bridge structure health monitoring system based on wireless
sensor network has become the focus of wide attention of
academic circles and engineers at home and abroad. -is
article sorts out the wide application of wireless sensor
network in bridge health monitoring system, and analyzes

some of them in combination with some specific cases.
Generally speaking, wireless sensor networks are currently
widely used to monitor the bridges. -ere are still many
difficulties. -ese problems are related to each other and
hinder each other, which constitute the rich content of
future research topics, but we can still be accurate. It is
predicted that in the future, the bridge structure health
monitoring system will play an increasingly important role
in the management of bridges. -e era of bridge digitali-
zation is also quietly coming. In view of the problems of the
vortex-induced vibration of the main shaft of long-span
bridges, the use of two methods of synchronous vibration
test and pressure test are adopted. -e span-direction effect
correlation test is carried out on the main beam segment
model and the brace model under different wind attack
angles. -e response curve of the vortex-induced vibration
lift response coefficient of the main bridge structure varying
with the wind speed of the main girder was obtained. -e
bridge node wave band response model and the main girder
tie section model were compared and analyzed. In the lift
response to the vortex-induced vibration and the main
girder, there is still a close correlation between the change of
lift response coefficient and the spread direction for research.
A dynamic identification method based on the system
calculation model, a method for analyzing and identifying
the excitation response of a rectangular vibration section of

Table 6: Comparison of estimated value and test value of second-order vertical bending vortex amplitude.

Measuring
point

Normalized
coordinates

Normalized mode shape
function Test Convert Relatively

errorx/l sin(nπx/l) Vertical dimensionless
amplitude

Vertical dimensionless
amplitude

1/8 0.214 0.532 0.01445 0.01622 4.55%
1/2 0.412 0.000 0.02135 0 —
1/6 0.523 −0.765 0.01523 0.12032 −8.35%
1/4 0.652 −1.010 0.12365 — —

Table 7: Comparison of estimated value and experimental value of third-order vertical bending vortex amplitude.

Measuring
point

Normalized
coordinates

Normalized mode shape
function Test Convert Relatively

errorx/l sin(nπx/l) Dimensionless vertical
amplitude

Dimensionless vertical
amplitude

1/8 0.231 0.845 0.01021 0.02325 −11.14%
1/2 0.412 −1.021 0.02153 — —
1/6 0.563 0.023 0.01532 0 —
1/4 0.625 0.652 0.02365 0.02032 35.65%

Table 5: Comparison of the estimated and experimental values of the first-order vertical bending vortex amplitude.

Measuring
point

Normalized
coordinates

Normalized mode shape
function Test Convert Relatively

errorx/l sin(nπx/l) Dimensionless vertical
amplitude

Dimensionless vertical
amplitude

1/8 0.021 0.251 0.02415 0.01542 −5.65%
1/2 1.120 0.320 0.01253 — —
1/6 0.524 0.452 0.12032 0.04512 0.35%
1/4 0.588 0.620 0.21530 0.12532 2.21%
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the main beam, and an identification method for a
streamlinedmain beam vortex-induced aerodynamic system
were established. For the section, the response parameter
calculation of the main beam vortex-induced vibration
system and the comprehensive identification of the
streamlinedmain beam vortex-induced aerodynamic system
parameters were carried out, and the numerical compre-
hensive simulation of the method, the identification results,
and the actual measurement results were combined for
numerical comprehensive analysis and comparison. -e
application accuracy of the identification method in the
actual calculation process is verified.
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